
An instrument  
that gives sound 

to plant perception 

Since the 1970s, Damanhur—a resilient 
Federation of Communities with its own 
constitution, culture, art, music, currency, 
schools and uses of science and technology 
(www.damanhur.org)—has been researching        
communication with the plant world. As part of this 
research, they created instruments that are able 
to capture the electromagnetic variations of the 
surface of plant leaves and their root systems, 
and turn them into sounds and movement. 
After years of research, thanks to a partnership 
between Devodama and Solerà, the Music of the 
Plants U1 is now publicly available. If you find 
yourself in a country where there is no vendor, 
please contact us directly to purchase a device or 
become a distributor.

Science increasingly supports the concept 

that plants and trees operate with an innate 

intelligence and logic diverse from our own. 

Music of the Plants allows people around 

the world to connect with this intelligence. 

Doing so encourages people to go beyond 

traditional ways of thinking and expand their 

awareness of how they relate to plants, trees and 

nature in general. Through passion, research and 

dedication, Music of the Plants has  become a leader 

in the area of education on plant intelligence, but 

we do not stop there. Extensive research continues 

today as we become increasingly conscious of 

the innate ability of nature to communicate 

with us when we have the tools to listen.  

Music of the Plants would like to collaborate with 

you to fully understand the benefits of plant 

music and to decipher their musical language. 

We encourage you to Research, Experiment and 

Share your Experiences with us! 

C O L L A B O R A T I O N
Calling All Plant Researchers, Artists and Plant Lovers!

/musicoftheplants/singingplants /musicoftheplants/groups/musicoftheplants
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Crystal Herbs
U.K. Distrubutor for the Music of the Plants 
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Tel: 01379 608059
16 Hall Farm, Station Road, Pulham Market, 
Norfolk. IP21 4XF. U.K.



Nature is all around! You see trees in the park 

and water your houseplants, but how connected 

are you really to the plant world? What if you 

could actually dialog with plants and trees?                        

Researchers from Daamanhur began pondering 

this question forty years ago when they began 

experimenting with plant communication. 

As technology improved and knowledge about 

plant communication grew, Damanhur had an 

idea to create a device that would enable plants to 

create sound. 

We expected the plants to produce                                  

random music, a bunch of notes loosely put  

together, but what happened next was beyond 

our expectations: we started to hear patterns. 

With more practice time, plants began to 

harmonize these patterns into musical scales, 

which transformed into melodies. These weren’t 

random sounds but rather the conscious musical 

expression of plants and trees.

Today, thanks to a collaboration between 

Damanhur, Devodama and Solerà, the     

Music of the Plants device is available around 

the world to anyone who wants to personally 

experience this direct communication with 

plants using the universal language of music. 

The magic of  Music of the Plants touches people in 

a profound way that cannot be conveyed in words. 

You must hear and feel this memorable encounter 

with nature for yourself.

A    NEW      WAY    TO   CONNECT  
WITH THE PLANT WORLD When the public encounters a plant musician, 

they connect to nature in a way never before 
imagined. The realization that plants and trees 

can actually interact through music is both 
moving and sparks a new level of discussion 

about the consciousness of nature. 
By featuring Music of the Plants in an artistic or 
public installation, you will also be educating 

people on what is necessary to create a 
sustainable society.

Permanent and Temporary 
Installations

Science shows us that being around plants and 
trees, both indoors and outdoors, significantly 
improves our physical, mental and emotional 

well being. Doctors and holistic health 
practitioners alike are actively researching the 

effects of the Music of the Plants in 
numerous settings—including home, hospitals 
and the workplace—to better understand how 
plant music shortens recovery time and aids in 

overall healing. 

Enhanced Wellness 
and Recovery

Contact with plant intelligence provides deeper 
insight into ourselves and the world around us. 

Studies show that plants in homes and 
workplaces help to reduce stress, increase 

productivity, enhance employee attitudes, lower 
operating costs and improve air quality. 

A personal connection to nature inspires us to 
create a world where the environment doesn’t 
need protecting because it is an integral part of 

who and what we are.

Personal Contact with 
Plant Consciousness

Music of the Plants explores and illustrates the 
fundamental tenet that all life is connected.
By providing a practical experience of plant 
intelligence, students from young to old can 
perceive the intricate relationships between 

humans and nature, ushering in a new era of 
respect for our environment. You will never 

forget the moment you are finally able to hear 
the invisible sounds of nature. 

Plants and Students: 
Friends for Life




